 Abstract-The underground spatial-temporal data of an urban is so large that it is impossible to process them by PC. A PC cluster or a supercomputer is more suitable for them. In order to fully make use of multiple computing nodes, the parallel programs are needed. Traditional parallel programs are usually developed in parallel computing mode such as using MPI which is more complex in programming than hadoop a cloud computing mode. Underground spatial-temporal data has four dimensions including temporal dimension and spatial three dimensions. The relationship among different dimensions is little, which is a very key feature suitable for hadoop to process. In a word, vast underground spatial-temporal data is difficult to be deal with serial computing, but is feasible by parallel computing or cloud computing, and underground spatialtemporal data cloud computing is easier in programming and more scalable and more tolerant but as fast as underground spatial-temporal data parallel computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The underground data can be used to search oil or mineral or pipeline or place for high building or path for subway. Underground data is larger than surface data in a city. Such large data has to be processed by high performance computer [1] or cluster [2] .
Parallel computing [3] is designed for high performance computer and cluster. There are many parallel program languages such OPENMPI, OPENMP, HPC. OPENMPI is used by most parallel computing applications. There are three disadvantages of traditional parallel program mode: first, it is difficult to code good parallel programs; second, when the data processed by a parallel program is changed, the program has to be rewrite or revised; third, even one process goes down will cause all parallel processes go down.
Hadoop is known as a program mode for cloud computing that can overcome those disadvantages. Cloud computing [4] is a kind of new mode for distributed parallel computing. Cloud computing is easier and more scalable and more tolerant than parallel computing.
II. UNDERGROUND SPATIAL-TEMPORAL DATA CLOUD COMPUTING MODE
The underground spatial-temporal data can be divided into different files according to the four dimensions of the data (Fig. 1) . A file usually contains the data of different depth in a block at a time, so that the file will not be too small. The data in different time and different blocks can be stored into different files, so that the files can be processed in parallel. If a file is larger than 64M Byte, the file will be cut by hadoop automatically intofiles equal to or less than 64M. Different files are distributed onto different nodes, then Hadoop will distribute processes onto the nodes to deal with files locally. The underground spatial-temporal data parallel computing mode (Fig. 2) and the underground spatialtemporal data cloud computing (Fig. 3) have different effects when they are used to process underground data.
In the underground spatial-temporal data cloud computing mode, programmer needs not to care about how to distribute data and processes, and the communication among processes are simplified to mapping and reducing. Therefore, underground spatialtemporal data cloud computing system is easier to be programmed than underground spatial-temporal data parallel computing. In the underground spatial-temporal data cloud computing mode, when new files are added or old files are deleted or revised, the programs need not to be revised, for hadoop can distribute processes in different way according to the changes of the number and locations of the files. Therefore, underground spatial-temporal data cloud computing system is more scalable than underground spatial-temporal data parallel computing. In the underground spatial-temporal data cloud computing mode, when new files are added or old files are deleted or revised, the programs need not to be revised, for hadoop can distribute processes in different way according to the changes of the number and locations of the files.
In the underground spatial-temporal data cloud computing mode, when a node goes down, the data in the node will be resumed in another node from the copy of the data stored in other nodes, and the process in the node will be restarted in the node, where the data has been resumed, to process the data locally.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper brings forward an approach to process underground spatial-temporal data by cloud computing. Through discussion, we find that cloud computing is a better approach than other approaches including traditional serial computing and traditional parallel computing for underground spatial-temporal data.
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